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Three top tips 
to writing an 

inspiring brief.
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Collaboration

“It doesn’t make 

sense to hire smart 

people and then tell 

them what to do; we 

hire smart people so 

they can tell us what 

to do.”

Steve Jobs



TheDigital.Brief

Data-informs the challenge

Define ‘what good looks like’

Use your insights

Be ‘Customers First’

Utilise your expertise

Analyse & Interpret
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I think, therefore I am.
René Descartes







Getting the best from pitching

Petra Cameron

Head of Advertising, RBS



Be Enticing

Be Trusting

Be Available

Be Intuitive

Be Yourself

Be Honest

Be Fun





Speakers:
• Charlie Robertson, Founder, Red 

Spider

• John Botia, Founder, Calo

Foundation

• Mark Fowlestone, co-Founder, 

Multiply










